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ized Lagrange and Finsler spaces. The transition rate considered for the locally anisotropic transport
equations is related to the dierential cross section and spacetime parameters of anisotropy. The
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to determine the transport coecients of cosmic fluids in spacetimes with generic local anisotropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental data on anisotropies in the mi-
crowave background radiation (see, for instance, Ref. [25]
and [13]) and modern physical theories support the idea
that in the very beginning the Universe has to be de-
scribed as an anisotropic and higher dimension space-
time. It is of interest the investigation of higher dimen-
sion generalized Kaluza{Klein and string anisotropic cos-
mologies. Therefore, in order to understand the initial
dynamical behavior of an anisotropic universe, in par-
ticular, to study possible mechanisms of anisotropic in-
flation connected with higher dimensions [30] we have to
know how we can compute the parameters (transport co-
ecients, damping terms and viscosity coecients) that
characterize the cosmological fluids in spacetimes with
generic anisotropy.
The rst relativistic macroscopic thermodynamic the-
ories have been proposed in Refs. [9] and [20]. The
further developments and applications in gravitational
physics, astrophysics and cosmology are connected with
papers [26,36,16,22]. The Israel’s approach to a micro-
scopic Boltzmann like kinetic theory for relativistic gases
[18] makes possible to express the transport coecients
via the dierential cross sections of the fluid’s particles.
Here we also note the Chernikov’s results on Boltzmann
equations with collision integral on (pseudo) Riemannian
spaces [7]. A complete formulation of relativistic kinet-
ics is contained in the monograph [15] by de Groot, van
Leeuwen and van Weert. We also emphasize the Vlasov’s
monograph [35] were an attempt to statistical motivation
of kinetic and thermodynamic theory on phase spaces en-
abled with Finsler like metrics and connection structures
was proposed.
The extension of the four dimensional considerations
to higher dimensions is due to [27] and [3]. The gen-
eralization of kinetic and thermodynamic equations and
formulas to curved spaces is not a trivial task. In order to
consider flows of particles with noninteger spins, interac-
tions with gauge elds, and various anisotropic processes
of microscopic or macroscopic nature it is necessary a
reformulation of the kinetic theory in curved spacetimes
by using the Cartan’s moving frame method [6]. A gen-
eral approach with respect to anholonomic frames con-
tains the possibility to take into account generic space-
time anisotropies which play an important role in the
vicinity of cosmological or astrophysical singularities and
for non{trivial reductions of higher dimension theories to
lower dimensional ones. In our works [28{30] we proposed
to describe such locally anisotropic spacetimes and inter-
actions by applying the concept of nonlinear connection
(in brief, N{connection) [2] eld which models the local
splitting of spacetime into horizontal (isotropic) and ver-
tical (anisotropic) subspaces. For some values of compo-
nents the N{connection could parametrize, for instance,
toroidal compactications of higher dimensions but, in
general, its dynamics is to be determined, in dierent ap-
proaches, by some eld equations of constraints in some
generalized Kaluza{Klein, gauge gravity or (super)string
theories [28{30,34].
The concept of N{connection was rstly applied in the
framework of Finsler and Lagrange geometry and gravity
and their higher order extensions (see Refs. [21,11,28,29]
on details). Here it is to be emphasized that every gen-
eralized Finsler like geometry could be modelled equiva-
lently on higher dimensions (pseudo)Riemannian space-
time (for some models by introducing additional tor-
sion and/or nonmetricity structures) with correspond-
ingly adapted anholonomic frame structures. If we re-
strict our considerations only to the higher dimensional
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Einstein gravity, the induced N{connection structure be-
comes a "pure" anholonomic frame eect which points
to the fact that the set of dynamical gravitational eld
variables given by metric’s components was redened by
introducing local frame variables. The components of a
xed basis dene a system (equivalently, frame) of refer-
ence (in four dimensions one uses, for instance, the terms
of vierbien, or tetradic eld) with respect to which, in
its turn, one states the coecients of curved spacetime’s
metric and of fundamental physical values and eld equa-
tions. It should be noted that the procedure of choosing
(establishing) of a system of reference must be also phys-
ically motivated and that in general relativity this task
is not considered as a dynamical one following from the
eld equations. For trivial models of physical interactions
on curved spacetimes one can restrict our considerations
only with holonomic frames which locally are linearly
equivalent to some coordinate basis. Extending the class
of physical elds and interactions (even in the frame-
work of Einstein’s gravity), for example, by introducing
spinor elds, statistical and fluid models with spinning
particles we have to apply frame bundle methods and
deal with general anholonomic frames and phase spaces
provided with Cartan’s Finsler like connections (induced
by the Levi Civita connection on (pseudo)Riemannian
spacetime) [5].
The modelling of kinetic processes with respect to
anholonomic frames (which induces corresponding N{
connection structures) is very useful with the aim to elu-
cidate flows of fluids of particles not being in local equi-
librium. More exactly, such generic anisotropic fluids are
considered to be like in a thermodynamic equilibrium
with respect to some frames which are locally adapted
both to the spacetime metric and N{connection struc-
tures but in general (for instance, with respect to local
coordinate frames) the conditions of local equilibrium are
not satised.
We developed a proper concept of locally anisotropic
spacetime (in brief, la{spacetime) [28,29,32] in order to
provide a unied (super) geometric background for gener-
alized Kaluza{Klein (super) gravities and low energy (su-
per) string models when the higher dimension spacetime
is characterized by generic local anisotropies and compat-
ible metric, N{connection and correspondingly adapted
linear connection structures. It should be noted that the
term la{spacetime can be used even for Einstein spaces
if they are provided with anholonomic frame structures.
Our treatment of local anisotropy is more general than
that from Refs. [4] which is used for a subclass of Finsler
like metrics being conformally equivalent (with confor-
mal factors depending both on spacetime coordinates and
tangent vectors) to the flat (pseudo) Euclidean, equiva-
lently, Minkovschi metric. If in the Bogoslovsky, Goen-
ner and Asanov works [4,11] on Finsler like spacetimes
there are investigated possible eects of violation of local
Lorentz and/or Poincare symmetries, our approach to lo-
cally anisotropic strings, eld interactions and stochastics
[28,29,32] is backgrounded on the fact that such models
could be constructed as to be locally Lorentz invariant
with respect to frames locally adapted to N{connection
structures.
The purpose of the present article is to formulate a
Boltzmann type kinetic theory and non{equilibrium ther-
modynamics on spacetimes of higher dimension with re-
spect to anholonomic frames which models local anisotro-
pies of both type Einstein or generalized Finsler{Kaluza{
Klein theories. We shall also discuss possible applications
in modern cosmology and astrophysics.
On kinetic and thermodynamic part our notations and
derivations are often inspired by the Refs. [3] and [15].
A number of formulas will be symmilar for both locally
isotropic and anistoropic spacetimes if in the last case we
shall consider the equations and vector, tensor, spinor
and connection objects with respect to anholonomic rest
frames locally adapted to the N{connection structures.
In consequence, some tedious proofs and intermediary
formulas will be omitted by referring the reader to the
corresponding works.
To keep the article self{consistent we start up in
Section II with an overview of the so{called locally
anisotropic spacetime geometry and gravity. In Sec-
tions III and IV we present the basic denitions for
locally anisotropic distribution functions, particle flow
and energy momentum tensors and generalize the kinetic
equations for la{spacetimes. The equilibrium state and
derivation of expressions for the particle density and the
entropy density for systems that are closed to a locally
anisotropic state of chemical equilibrium are considered
in Section V. Section VI is devoted to the linearized lo-
cally anisotropic transport theory. There we discuss the
problem of solution of kinetic equations, prove the lin-
ear lows for locally anisotropic non{equilibrium thermo-
dynamics and obtain the explicit formulas for transport
coecients. As an example, in Section VII, we examine
the transport theory in curved spaces with rotation el-
lipsoidal horizons. Concluding remarks are contained in
Section VIII.
II. SPACETIMES WITH LOCAL ANISOTROPY
We outline the necessary background on anholonomic
frames and nonlinear connections (N{connection) mod-
elling local anisotropies (la) in curved spaces and on lo-
cally anisotropic gravity [28,29] (see Refs. [17] and [21]
for details on spacetime dierential geometry and N{
connections structures). We shall prove that the Cartan’s
moving frame method [6] allows a geometric treatment of
both type of locally isotropic (for simplicity, we shall con-
sider (pseudo) Riemannian spaces) and anisotropic (the
so{called generalized Finsler{Kaluza{Klein spaces).
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A. Anholonomic frames and Einstein equations
In this paper spacetimes are modelled as smooth (i.e
class C1) manifolds V(d) of nite integer dimension d 
3; 4; :::; being Hausdor, paracompact and connected.
We denote the local coordinates on V(d) by variables u;
where Greek indices ; ; ::: = 3; 4; ::: could be both type
coordinate or abstract (Penrose’s) ones. A spacetime
is provided with corresponding geometric structures of
symmetric metric g and of linear, in general nonsym-
metric, connection Γγ dening the covariant derivation
r satisfying the metricity conditions rgγ = 0: We
shall underline indices, ; ; :::; if one would like to em-
phasize them as abstract ones.
Let a set of basis (frame) vectors e = fe = geg
on V(d) be numbered by an underlined index. We shall
consider only frames associated to symmetric metric







; = g ;
where the Einstein summation rule is accepted and ;
is a given constant symmetric matrix, for simplicity a
pseudo{Euclidean metric of signature (−; +::::+) (the
sign minus is used in this work for the time like coor-
dinate of spacetime). Operations with underlined and
non{underlined indices are correspondingly performed by
using the matrix ; ; its inverse  ; and the metric g
and its inverse g : A frame (local basis) structure e on
V(d) is characterized by its anholonomy coecients wγ
dened from relations
ee − ee = wγeγ : (2.1)
With respect to a xed basis e and its dual e we can
decompose tensors and write down their components, for
instance,
T = T γ eγ ⊗ e ⊗ e
where by ⊗ it is denoted the tensor product.
A spacetime V(d) is holonomic (locally integrable)
if it admits a frame structure for which the anholonomy
coecients from (2.1) vanishes, i.e. wγ = 0: In this
case we can introduce local coordinate bases,
@ = @=@u (2.2)
and their duals
d = du (2.3)
and consider components of geometrical objects with re-
spect to such frames.
We note that the general relativity theory was for-
mally dened on holonomic pseudo-Riemannian mani-
folds. Even on holonomic spacetimes, for various (geo-
metrical, computational and physically motivated) pur-
poses, it is convenient to use anholonomic frames e; but
we emphasize that for such spacetimes one can always
dene some linear transforms of frames to a coordinate
basis, e = a
′
 @′ . By applying both holonomic and an-
holonomic frames and theirs mutual transforms on holo-
nomic pseudo-Riemannian spaces there were developed
dierent variants of tetradic and spinor gravity and ex-
tensions to linear, ane and de Sitter gauge group grav-
ity models [10,24,12].
A spacetime is generically anholonomic (locally
non-integrable) if it does not admit a frame structure
for which the anholonomy coecients from (2.1) van-
ishes, i.e. wγ 6= 0: In this case the anholonomy be-
comes a proper spacetime characteristics. For instance, a
generic anholonomy could be obtained if we consider non-
trivial reductions from higher dimension spaces to lower
dimension ones. It induces nonvanishing additional terms
into the torsion,
T (γ ; ) = T γ;
and curvature,
R ( ; γ)  = R  γ;
tensors of a linear connection Γγ ; with coecients de-
ned respectively as
T γ = Γ

γ − Γγ + wγ (2.4)
and
R  γ = Γ

γ − γΓ + (2.5)
Γ’γΓ

’ − Γ’Γ’γ + Γ’w’γ :
The Ricci tensor is dened
Rγ = R  γ (2.6)
and the scalar curvature is
R = gγRγ : (2.7)
The Einstein equations on an anholonomic spacetime
are introduced in a standard manner,
Rγ − 12gγR = kγ ; (2.8)
where the energy{momentum d{tensor γ includes the
cosmological constant terms and possible contributions of
torsion (2.4) and matter and k is the coupling constant.
For a symmetric linear connection the torsion eld can
be considered as induced by some anholonomy (or equiv-
alently, by some imposed constraints) conditions. For
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dynamical torsions there are necessary additional eld
equations, see, for instance, the case of locally anisotropic
gauge like theories [34].
The usual locally isotropic Einstein gravity is obtained
on the supposition that for every anholonomic frame
could be dened corresponding linear transforms to a co-
ordinate frame basis.
It is a topic of further theoretical and experimental
investigations to establish if the present day experimen-
tal data on anisotropic structure of Universe is a con-
sequence of matter and quantum fluctuation induced
anisotropies and for some scales the anisotropy is a con-
sequence of anholonomy of observer’s frame. The space-
time anisotropy could be also a generic property follow-
ing, for instance, from string theory, and from a more
general self{consistent gravitational theory when both
the left (geometric) and right (matter energy{momentum
tensor) parts of Einstein equations depend on anisotropic
parameters.
B. The local anisotropy and nonlinear connection
A subclass of anholonomic spacetimes consists from
those with local anisotropy modelled by a nonlinear con-
nection structure. In this subsection we briefly outline
the geometry of anholonomic frames with induced non-
linear connection structure.
The la{spacetime dimension is split locally into two
components, n for isotropic coordinates and m for an-
isotropic coordinates, when n(a) = n + m with n  2
and m  1: We shall use local coordinates u = (xi; ya);
where Greek indices ; ; ::: take values 1; 2; :::; n + m
and Latin indices i and a are correspondingly n and m
dimensional, i.e. i; j; k::: = 1; 2; :::; n and a; b; c; ::: =
1; 2; :::; m:
Now, we consider an invariant geometric denition of
spacetime’s splitting into isotropic and anisotropic com-
ponents. For modelling la{spacetimes one uses a vec-
tor bundle E = (En+m; p; M(n); F(m); Gr) provided with
nonlinear connection (in brief, N–connection) struc-
ture N = fNaj (u)g; where Naj (u) are its coecients
[21]. We use denotations: Em+n is a (n+m){dimensional
total space of a vector bundle, M(n) is the n{dimensional
base manifold, F(m) is the typical ber being a m{
dimensional real vector space, Gr is the group of auto-
morphisms of F(m) and p is a surjective map. For simplic-
ity, we shall consider only local constructions on vector
bundles.
The N{connection is a new geometric object which gen-
eralizes that of linear connection. This concept came
from Finsler geometry (see the Cartan’s monograph [5]),
the global formulation of it is due to W. Barthel [2], and
it is studied in details in Miron and Anastasiei works [21].
We have extended the geometric constructions for spinor
bundles and superbundles with further applications in
locally anisotropic eld theory and strings and modern
cosmology and astrophysics [28{31].
The rigorous mathematical denition of N{connection
is based on the formalism of horizontal and vertical sub-
bundles and on exact sequences of vector bundles. Here,
for simplicity, we dene a N{connection as a distribu-
tion which for every point u = (x; y) 2 E denes a local
decomposition of the tangent space of our vector bun-
dle, TuE; into horizontal, HuE; and vertical (anisotropy),
VuE; subspaces, i.e.
TuE = HuE  VuE:
If a N{connection with coecients Naj (u
) is intro-
duced on the vector bundle E the modelled spacetime
posses a generic local anisotropy and in this case we
can not apply in a usual manner the operators of par-
tial derivatives and their duals, dierentials. Instead of
coordinate bases (2.2) and (2.3) we must consider some
bases adapted to the N{connection structure:




































A nonlinear connection (N{connection) is character-















Here we note that the class of usual linear connections
can be considered as a particular case when




The elongation (by N{connection) of partial deriva-
tives in the adapted to the N{connection partial deriva-
tives (2.9), or the locally adapted basis (la{basis)  , re-
flects the fact that the spacetime E is locally anisotropic
and generically anholonomic because there are satised
anholonomy relations (2.1),
 −  = wγγ ;
where anolonomy coecients are as follows
wkij = 0; w
k
aj = 0; w
k
ia = 0; w
k
ab = 0; w
c
ab = 0;
waij = −Ωaij ; wbaj = −@aN bi ; wbia = @aN bi :
On a la{spacetime the geometrical objects have a dis-
tinguished (by N{connection), into horizontal and verti-
cal components, character. They are briefly called d{
tensors, d{metrics and/or d{connections. Their com-
ponents are dened with respect to a la{basis of type
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(2.9), its dual (2.10), or their tensor products (d{linear
or d{ane transforms of such frames could also be con-
sidered). For instance a covariant and contravariant d{
tensor Z; is expressed as
Z = Z ⊗ 
= Ziji ⊗ dj + Ziai ⊗ a + Zbj@b ⊗ dj + Zba@b ⊗ a:
A symmetric d{metric on la{space E is written as
s2 = g (u)  ⊗  (2.12)
= gij(x; y)dxidxj + hab(x; y)yayb:
A linear d{connection D on la{space E ;



















Some d{connection and d{metric structures are compat-
ible if there are satised the conditions
Dgγ = 0:








is dened by the coecients of d{metric (2.12), gij (x; y)






















had (@chdb + @bhdc − @dhbc)
The coecients of the canonical d{connection generalize
for la{spacetimes the well known Cristoel symbols.
For a d{connection (2.13) we can compute the compo-
nents of, in our case d{torsion, (2.4)




jk − Likj ; T ija = Ci:ja; T iaj = −Cija;







T a:ij = −Ωaij ; T a:bi = @bNai − La:bj; T a:ib = −T a:bi:
In a similar manner, putting non{vanishing coecients
(2.13) into the formula for curvature (2.5), we can com-












:ck − Lc:bkLa:cj − Ca:bcΩc:jk;







−(@kCi:ja + Li:lkCl:ja − Ll:jkCi:la − Lc:akCi:jc);







−(@kCc:ba + Lc:dkCd:ba − Ld:bkCc:da − Ld:akCc:bd)
S:ij:bc = @cC
i
:jb − @bCi:jc + Ch:jbCi:hc − Ch:jcCihb;
S:ab:cd = @dC
a
:bc − @cCa:bd + Ce:bcCa:ed − Ce:bdCa:ec:
The components of the Ricci tensor (2.15) with respect
to locally adapted frames (2.9) and (2.10) (in this case,
d{tensor) are as follows:
Rij = R:ki:jk; Ria = −2Pia = −P :ki:ka; (2.15)
Rai = 1Pai = P :ba:ib; Rab = S
:c
a:bc:
We point out that because, in general, 1Pai 6= 2Pia the
Ricci d-tensor is non symmetric.
Having dened a d-metric of type (2.12) in E we can
compute the scalar curvature (2.7) of a d-connection D;
 −
R = GR = bR + S; (2.16)
where bR = gijRij and S = habSab:
Now, by introducing the values (2.15) and (2.16) into
anholonomic gravity eld equations (2.8) we can write
down the system of Einstein equations for la{gravity with
prescribed N{connection structure [21]:
Rij − 12
 bR + S gij = kij ; (2.17)
Sab − 12
 bR + S hab = kab;
1Pai = kai;
2Pia = −kia;
where ij ; ab; ai and ia are the components of the
energy{momentum d{tensor eld. We note that such de-
compositions into h{ and v{components of gravitational
eld equations have to be considered even in general rel-
ativity if physical interactions are examined with respect
to an anholomomic frame of reference with associated
N{connection structure.
There are variants of la{gravitational eld equations
derived in the low{energy limits of the theory of locally
anisotropic (super)strings [29] or in the framework of
gauge like la{gravity [34,30] when the N{connection and
torsions are dynamical elds and satisfy some additional
eld equations.
C. Modelling of generalized Finsler geometries in
(pseudo) Riemannian spaces
The present day trend is to consider the Finsler like ge-
ometries and their generalizations as to be quite sophis-
ticate for straightforward applications in quantum and
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classical eld theory. The aim of this subsection is to
proof that, a matter of principle, such geometries could
be equivalently modelled on corresponding (pseudo) Rie-
mannian manifolds (tangent or vector bundles) by using
the Cartan’s moving frame method and from this view-
point a wide class of Finsler like metrics could be treated
as some solutions of usual Einstein eld equations.
1. Almost Hermitian Models of Lagrange and Finsler Spaces
This topic was originally investigated by Miron and
Anastasiei [21]; here we outline some basic results.
Let us model a la{spacetime not on a vector bundle E
but on a manifold gTM = TMnf0g asociated to a tan-
gent bundle TM of a n{dimensional base space M (when
the dimensions of the typical ber and base are equal,
n = m and nf0g means that there is eliminated the null
cross{section of the bundle projection  : TM !M) and
consider d{metrics of type
s2 = g (u)  ⊗  (2.18)
= gij(x; y)dxidxj + gij(x; y)yiyi:
On TM we can dene a natural almost complex structure
C(a) as follows







where the la{derivative i = @=@xi − Nki @=@yk (2.9)
and la{dierential i = dyi + N ikdx
k (2.10) act on gTM
being adapted to a nontrivial N{connection structure





denes an almost Hermitian struc-
ture on gTM with an associate 2{form
 = gij (x; y) idxj
and the triad K2n =
gTM; s2; C(a) is an almost Ka¨hle-
rian space. By straightforward calculations we can verify











for any d{vector X on TM and has zero hhh{ and vvv{
torsions.
The notion of Lagrange space [19,21] was introduced
as a generalization of Finsler geometry in order to ge-





on gTM is introduced as a con-
tinuity class C1 function L : TM ! IR for which the
matrix






has rank n and is of constant signature on gTM: A d{
metric (2.18) with coecients of form (2.19), a corre-
sponding canonical d{connection (2.13) and almost com-
plex structure C(a) denes an almost Hermitian model of
Lagrange geometry.
For arbitrary metrics gij (x; y) of rank n and constant
signature on gTM , which can not be determined as a sec-
ond derivative of a Lagrangian, one denes the so{called
generalized Lagrange geometry on TM (see details in
[21]).
A particular subclass of metrics of type (2.19) con-
sists from those where instead of a regular Lagrangian
on consider a Finsler metric function F on M dened as
F : TM ! IR having the properties that it is of class
C1 on gTM and only continuous on the image of the null
cross{section in TM; the restriction of F on gTM is a
positive function homogeneous of degree 1 with respect
to the variables yi; i. e.
F (x; y) = F (x; y) ;  2 IRn;
and the quadratic form on IRn with coecients






dened on gTM; is positive denite. Dierent approaches
to Finsler geometry, its generalizations and applications
are examined in a number of monographs [11,5,21] and
as a rule they are based on the assertion that in this





on a manifold M is changed into a nonlinear one de-
ned by the Finsler metric F (fundamental function) ongTM (we note an ambiguity in terminology used in mono-
graphs on Finsler geometry and on gravity theories with
respect to such terms as Minkowschi space, metric func-






Geometric spaces with a ’combersome’ variational calcu-
lus and a number of curvatures, torsions and invariants
connected with nonlinear metric intervals of type (2.19)
are considered as less suitable for purposes of modern
eld and particle physics.
In our investigations of generalized Finsler geome-
tries in (super) string, gravity and gauge theories [28,29]
we advocated the idea that instead of usual geomet-
ric constructions based on straightforward applications
of derivatives of (2.20) following from a nonlinear in-
terval (2.21) one should consider d{metrics (2.12) with
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coecients of necessity determined via an almost Hermi-
tian model of a Lagrange (2.19), Finsler geometry (2.20)
and/or their extended variants. This way, by a synthesis
of the moving frame method with the geometry of N{
connection, we can investigate a various class of higher
and lower dimension gravitational models with generic
or induced anisotropies in a unied manner on some an-
holonomic and/or Kaluza{Klein spacetimes.
As a matter of principle, having a physical model
with a d{metric and geometrical objects associated to
la{frames, we can redene the physical values with re-
spect to a local coordinate base on a (pseudo) Rieman-
nian space. The coecients gij (x; y) and hab (x; y) of d{





into a usual (pseudo) Riemannian metric if we rearrange
the components with respect to a local coordinate basis
dub = dxbi; dyba,
gbb =
0@ gbibj + Nbabi Nbbj hbab Nbebj hbabe
Nbebi hbbe hbab
1A ; (2.22)
where ’hats’ on indices emphasize that coecients of the
metric are given with respect to a coordinate (holonomic)
basis on a spacetime V n+m: Parametrizations (ansatzs)
of metrics of type (2.20) are largely applied in Kaluza{
Klein gravity and its generalizations [23]. In our works
[28{31], following the geometric constructions from [21],
we proved that the physical model of interactions is sub-
stantially simplied, as well we can correctly elucidate
anisotropic eects, if we work with diagonal blocks of
d{metrics (2.12) with respect to anholonomic frames de-
termined by a N{connection structure.
2. Finsler like metrics in Einstein’s gravity
There are obtained [30,31,33] (see Appendix) some
classes of locally anisotropic cosmological and black hole
like solutions (in three, four and higher dimensions)
which can be treated as generalized Finsler metrics being
of nonspheric symmetry (with rotation ellipsoid, torus
and cylindrical event horizons, or with elliptical oscilla-
tions of horizons). Under corresponding conditions such
metrics could be solutions of eld equations in general
relativity or its lower or higher dimension variants. Here
we shall formulate the general criteria when a Finsler like
metric could be a solution of gravitational eld equations
in Einstein gravity.
Let consider on gTM an ansatz of type (2.22) when
gij = hij = 12@






















A metric (2.23), induced by a Finsler quadratic form
(2.20) could be treated in a framework of a Kaluza{Klein
model if for some values of Finsler metric F (x; y) and N{
connection coecients Nki (x; y) this metric is a solution
of the Einstein equations (2.8) written with respect to a
holonomic frame. For the dimension n = 2; when the val-
ues F and N are chosen to induce locally a (pseudo) Rie-
mannian metric gbb of signature (−; +; +; +) and with
coecients satisfying the four dimensional Einstein equa-
tions we dene a subclass of Finsler metrics in the frame-
work of general relativity. Here we note that, in general,
a N{connection, on a Finsler space, subjected to the con-
dition that the induced (pseudo) Riemannian metric is a
solution of usual Einstein equations does not coincide the
well known Cartan’s N{connection [5,11]. We have to ex-
amine possible compatible deformations of N{connection
structures [21].
Instead of Finsler like quadratic forms we can consider
ansatzs of type (2.22) with gij and hij induced by a La-
grange quadratic form (2.19). A general approach to the
geometry of spacetimes with generic local anisotropy can
be developed on embeddings into corresponding Kaluza{
Klein theories and adequate modelling of la{interactions
with respect to anholonomic or holonomic frames and
associated N{connection structures.
III. COLLISIONLESS RELATIVISTIC KINETIC
EQUATION
As argued in Sec. II, the spacetimes could be of generic
local anisotropy after nontrivial reductions from some
higher dimension theories or posses a local anisotropy in-
duced by anholonomic frame structures even we restrict
our considerations to the general relativity theory. In this
line of particular interest is the formulation of relativis-
tic kinetic theory with respect to general anholonomic
frames and elucidation of locally anisotropic kinetic and
thermodynamic processes.
A. The distribution function and its moments
We use the relativistic approach to kinetic theory (we
refer readers to monographs [15,35] for hystory and com-
plete treatment). Let us consider a simple system con-
sisting from $ point particles of mass em in a la{spacetime
with a d{metric g: Every particle is characterized by






; (u1 = x1 = ct is con-
sidered the time like coordinate, for simplicity we put









(l) are respectively space like and anisotropy
coordinates, where the index (l) enumerates the parti-
cles in the system. The particles momenta are denoted
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by p(l) = gp

(l); . We shall use the distribution func-
tion  (u; p) ; given on the space of supporting elements
(u; p) ; as a general characteristic of particle system.
The system (of particles) is to be dened by using the
random function


















is the interval element along the particle trajectory u(l)(s)
parametrized by a natural parameter s and n(a) (u)
is the n(a){dimensional delta function. The functions
u(l)(s) and p

(l)(s) describing the propagation of the l{
















where cΓγ is the canonical d{connection with coe-
cients (2.14) and by F(l) is denoted an exterior force
(electromagnetic or another type) acting on the lth par-
ticle.
The distribution function  (u; p) is dened by averag-
ing on paths of random function
 (u; p) =<<  (u; p) >>
where brackets << ::: >> denote path averaging.
Let consider a space like hypersurface F(u) = const





; jDT j = pgDDT and pjgjn(a)u
is the invariant space{time volume. A local system
of reference in a point u(0); with the metric g
(0)
ij =
ij = diag (−1; 1; 1; :::; 1) ; is obtained if F(u(0)) =




dx2dx3:::dxny1y2:::ym and  is the Kronecker sym-
bol. The value
 (u; p) vd
n(a)ppjgj ;






is the invariant volume in the momentum space and de-
nes the quantity of particles intersecting the hypersur-
face element  with momenta p included into the ele-
ment P in the vicinity of the point u: The rst < p >
and second moments < pp > of distribution function








 (u; p) ppP = em: (3.4)
We emphasize that the motion equations (3.2) have
the rst integral, gp(l) p
(l)
 = em2 = const for every
l{particle, so the functions (3.1) and, in consequence,
 (u; p) are non{zero only on the mass hypersurface
gpp = em2; (3.5)
which in distinguished by a N{connection form (see the
dual to d{metric (2.12)) is written
gijpipj + gabpapb = em2:
For computations it is convenient to use a new dis-
tribution function f (u; p) on a n(a) − 1 dimensional la{
hyperspace (3.5)
 (u; p) = f









1; p1  0
0; p1 < 0

and the index b runs values in n(a) − 1 dimensional
la{space. The flux of particles (3.3) and of energy{





uγ ; pb ;


















where p1 is expressed via p2; p3; :::; pn(a) by using the
equation (3.5) and it is used the abbreviation & =
n(a)−1p=(
pjgjp1): The energy{momentum can be also
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split into base{ber (horizontal{vertical, in brief, h{ and
v{, or hv{components) by a corresponding distinguishing
of momenta,  = fij; aj ; ib; abg:
The one{particle distribution function f (u; p) charac-
terizes the number of particles (with mass em; or massless
if em = 0) at a point u of a la{spacetime of dimension
n(a) having distinguished by N{connection momentum
vector (in brief, momentum d{vector) p = (pi; pa) =
p1;−!p

: One states that
f (u; p) p  & = f (u; p) pi i & + f (u; p) pa a &;
gives the number of world{lines of particles with momen-
tum d{vector p in an interval p around p; crossing a
space like hypersurface  at a point u: When  is
taken to be time like one has  = (n(a)u; 0; :::; 0) :
The velocity d{eld of a fluid U in la{spacetime can
be dened in some way like in relativistic kinetic theory
[15]. To obtain a particularly simple form for the energy{
momentum d{tensor one should follow the Landau{
Lifshitz approach [20] when the locally anisotropic fluid
velocity U (u) =
(
U i (u) ; Ua (u)

and the energy den-
sity " (u) are dened respectively as the eigenvector and
eigenvalue of the eigenvalue equation
U = "U: (3.6)
A unique value of U is to be found from the conditions
to be a time like and normalized to unity d{vector,
UU = 1:
Having so xed the fluid d{velocity we can dene cor-
respondingly the particle density
en (u) = nU; (3.7)
the energy density
e" (u) = UU (3.8)
and the average energy per particle
e = e"=en: (3.9)
We can introduce also the pressure d{tensor
P (u) =  (3.10)
by applying the projector
 = g − UU (3.11)
with properties
 =  ; 
U = 0
and
 = n(a) − 1:
With respect to a la{frame (2.9) we can introduce a
particular Lorentz system, called the locally anisotropic
rest frame of the fluid when U = (1; 0; 0; :::; 0) and
 = diag (0; 1; 1; :::; 1) : So the pressure d{tensor was
dened as to coincide with the la{space part of the
energy{momentum d{tensor with respect to a locally
anisotropic rest frame.
B. Collisionless kinetic equation













Dierentiating under this integral and taking into ac-











In our further considerations we neglect the interactions
between the particles and suppose that the metric of the
background gravitational eld g does not depend on
motion of particles. After averaging (3.12) on paths we












As a matter of principle we can generalize the problem
[35] when particles are considered to be also sources of
gravitational eld which is self{consistently dened from
the Einstein equations with the energy{momentum ten-
sor dened by the formula (3.4).








we get from (3.13) the collisionless kinetic equation for
the distribution function  (u; p)








generalizes the Cartan’s covariant derivation [5] for a
space with higher order anisotropy (locally parametrized
by supporting elements (u; p)); provided with a (ex-
tended to momenta coordinates) higher order nonlinear
connection
bN" = "aiNai − cΓ"p (3.16)
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(on the geometry of higher order anisotropic spaces
and superspaces and possible applications in physics see
[21,28,29]).
The equation (3.14) can be written in equivalent form
for the distribution function f

u; pb
p bDf = 0; (3.17)
with the Cartan’s operator dened on n(a) − 1 dimen-
sional momentum space.
The kinetic equations (3.14) and, equivalently, (3.17)
reflect the conversation low of the quantity of particles in
every volume of the space of supporting elements which
holds in absence of collisions.
Finally, in this subsection, we note that the kinetic
equation (3.14) is formulated on the space of supporting






























i) take values correspondingly
in the set of matrices parametrizing the group of linear
transforms GL(m; IRm); where IR denotes the set of real


















A distinguished by higher order nonlinear connection
(3.16) tensor Q12:::r12:::q (u
"; p ) being contravariant of
rang r and covariant of rang q satisfy the next trans-







































"; p ) :
Operators of type (3.16) and transformations (3.18) and
(3.19), on rst order of anisotropy, on tangent bundle
TM on a n dimensional manifold M were considered by
E. Cartan in his approach to Finsler geometry [5] and
by A. A. Vlasov [35] in order to formulate the statisti-
cal kinetic theory on a Finsler geometry background. It
should be emphasized that the Cartan{Vlasov approach
is to be applied even in general relativity because the
kinetic processes are to be examined in a phase space
provided with local coordinates (u"; p ). Our recent gen-
eralizations [28,29] to higher order anisotropy (including
spinor and supersymmetric spaces) are to applied in the
case of models with nontrivial reductions (modelled by
N{connections) from higher dimensions to lower dimen-
sional ones.
IV. KINETIC EQUATION WITH PAIR
COLLISIONS
In this section we shall prove the relativistic kinetic
equations for one{particle distribution function f(u; p)
with pair collisions [7]. We summarize the related results
and generalize the constructions for Minkowski spaces
[15].
A. Integral of collisions, dierential cross{section
and velocity of transitions
If collisions of particles are taken into account (for sim-
plicity we shall consider only pair collisions), the quantity
of particles from a volume in the space of supporting el-
ements is not constant. We have to introduce a source of
particles C (x; p) ; for instance, in the kinetic equations
(3.17),
p bDf = C (f) = C (u; p) : (4.1)
The scalar function C (u; p) is called the integral of col-





is the changing of the quantity of particles under pair
collisions in a region 4n(a)u4n(a)−1p:








the probability of transition for two particles which be-
fore scattering have the momenta pbi and p1bi and af-
ter scattering the momenta p0bi and p01bi with respec-





(the so{called collision rate) is sym-
metric on arguments p; p[1] and p0; p0[1] and describes the
velocity of transitions with conservation of momenta of
type
p + p[1] = p
0 + p0[1]
when the conditions (3.5) hold.
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The number of binary collisions within a la{spacetime
interval u around a point u between particles with initial
momenta in the ranges
(−!p ;−!p + −!p )
and −!p [1];−!p [1] + −!p [1]
and nal momenta in the ranges(−!p 0;−!p 0 + −!p 0
and −!p 0[1];−!p 0[1] + −!p 0[1]
is given by










were, for instance, we abbreviated &p = n(a)p=(
pjgjp1):
The collision integral of the Boltzmann equation in la{











p; p[1]; p0; p0[1]

&p[1]&p′&p′[1] :
The collision integral is related to the dierential cross
section (see below).
B. The Cross Section in La{spacetime
The number n(bin) of binary collisions per unit time
and unit volume when the initial momenta of the collid-
ing particles lie in the ranges
(−!p ;−!p + −!p )
and −!p [1];−!p [1] + −!p [1]
and the nal momenta are in some interval & in the space
of variables −!p 0 and −!p 0[1] is to be obtained from (4.3) by
dividing on u = tx2:::xndy1:::dym and integrating
with respect to the primed variables,










p; p[1]; p0; p0[1]

&p′&p′[1] :
Let us introduce an auxiliary velocity
v = F=(p1 p1[1]) (4.6)




2 − em4i1=2 : (4.7)
It may be veried that the speed v reduces to the rel-
ative speed of particles in a frame in which one of
the particles initially is at rest. We also consider the
product of the number density of target particles with
momenta in the range





n(a)−1p[1]) and the flux of incoming parti-
cles with momenta in the range (−!p ;−!p + −!p ) (given by
f (u; p) n(a)−1p v; where v is the speed (4.6). This prod-
uct can be written





By denition (like in usual the relativistic Boltzmann
theory [7,15,3]) the cross section e is the division of the







p; p[1]; p0; p0[1]

&p′&p′[1] : (4.9)
The condition that collisions are local implies that the
collision rate must contain n(a) delta{functions
W










p + p[1] − p0 − p0[1]

:
Let IEn(a)−1 be a (n(a) − 1){dimensional Euclidean
space enabled with an orthonormal basis(




u1; u2; :::; un(a)−1

the Cartesian coor-
dinates with respect to this basis. For calculations on
scattering of particles it is useful to apply the system of
spherical coordinates (rn(a) = r; n(a)−1; n(a)−2; :::; 1):
associated with the Cartesian coordinates (u1; u2; :::; ) :
The volume element can be expressed as
dn(a)−1u = (r)n(a)−2dr dn(a)−2Ω;
where the element of solid angle, the (n(a)− 1){spherical
element, is given by
dn+m−2Ω = sinn+m−3 n+m−2  sinn+m−4 n+m−3  :::
sin2 3  sin 2  dn+m−2  :::  d2  d1: (4.11)
In our further considerations we shall consider that the
Cartesian and spherical (n(a) − 1){dimensional coordi-
nates are given with respect to a la{frame of type (2.9).
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In order to eliminate the delta functions from (4.10)
put into (4.9) we x as a reference frame the center of
mass frame for the collision between two particles with
initial momenta −!p and −!p [1]: The quantities dened with
respect to the center of mass frame will be enabled with
the subindex CM: One denotes by −!p CM the polar axis
and characterizes the directions −!p 0CM of the outgoing
particles with respect to polar axis by means of general-
ized spherical coordinates. In this case
n(a)−1p0CM =
−!p 0CM n(a)−2 d −!p 0CM  dΩCM (4.12)





{momenta before and after colli-
sion in la{spacetime are given by d{vectors
P = p + p[1] (4.13)
P 0 = p0 + p0[1]:
Following from
P 01CM = 2p
01
CM = 2
q−!p 0CM 2 + em2
we have −!p 0CM 2 d −!p 0CM  = 14P 01CM dP 01CM :





−!p 0CM n(a)−2 P 01CM dP 01CM dΩCM :
Inserting this collision rate (4.10) into (4.9) we obtain
an integral which can be rewritten (see the Appendices
1 and 7 to the paper [3] for details on transition to the
center of mass variables; in la{spacetimes one holds good
similar considerations with that dierence that me must










PP; ; is the total energy (devided by
c = 1):










which allow to express the collision rate (4.10) as
W













p + p[1] − p0 − p0[1]

:
We shall use the formula (4.15) in order to compute the
transport coecients.
V. EQUILIBRIUM STATES IN LA{SPACETIMES
When the system is in equilibrium we can derive an
expression for the particle distribution function f (u; p) =
f(eq) (u; p) in a similar way as for locally isotropic spaces
and write










where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and h is Planck’s con-
stant divided by 2 and  =  (u) and T = T (u) are
respectively the thermodynamic potential and tempera-
ture. For simplicity, in this section we shall omit explicit
dependencies of  and T on la{spacetime coordinates u.
Our thermodynamic systems will be considered in local
equilibrium in a vicinity of a point u[0] with respect to a
rest frame locally adapted to N{connection structure, like
(2.9) and (2.10). In the simplest case the n+m splitting
is trivially given by a N{connection with vanishing cur-
vature (2.11). For such conditions of trivial la{spacetime
 and T can be considered as constant values.
A. Particle Density
The formula relating the particle density en; temper-
ature T; and thermodynamic potential  is obtained by
inserting (5.1) into (3.7), with (3.3). Choosing the locally
adapted to the N{connection (2.9) to be the rest frame,
when U = (1; 0; : : : ; 0) the calculus is to be performed
as for isotropic n(a) dimensional spaces [3]. The integral
for the number of particles per unit volume in the rest
la{frame is






















j−!p j2 + em21=2 (5.3)
and depends only on length of n(a) − 1 dimensional d{
vector −!p : By applying spherical coordinates, when
dn(a)−1p = j−!p jn(a)−2 d j−!p j dΩ
and dΩ is given by the expression (4.11), and dierenti-
ating on radius  the well known formula for the volume


















We note that from (5.3) one follows
j−!p j d j−!p j = p1 dp1
and we can transform (5.2) into an integral with respect










Introducing the dimensionless quantities
 = p1=kBT; (5.6)
# = em=kBT;
for which, respectively,
dp1 = kBT d;
j−!p j = kBT
p
2 − #2;
the integral (5.2) is computed















where the modied Bessel function of the second kind of











q2 − 2s−1=2 dq:
(5.8)
We note the dependence of (5.7) on m anisotropic
parameters (coordinates). The formulas proved in this
subsection transforms into locally anisotropic ones [3] if
the N{connection is xed to be trivial (with vanishing
N{connection curvature (2.11)) and the d{metric (2.12)
transforms into a usual (pseudo) Riemannian one.
B. Average energy and pressure
The average energy per particle, for a system in equi-
librium, can be calculated by introducing the distribution
function (5.1) into (3.9) and applying the formulas (3.4),
(3.8) and (5.7). In terms of dimensionless variables (5.6)
we have
















2 − #2(n(a)−3)=2 2d:
After carrying out partial integrations together with ap-
plications of the formula(























Dividing the energy density (5.9) to the particle den-
sity (5.2) and substituting the inverse dimensionless tem-
perature # = # (T ) (5.6) we get the energy per particle
(3.9)












This formula is the thermal equation of state of a equi-
librium system having m anisotropy parameters (we re-
member that n(a) = n + m) with respect to a la{frame
(2.9).
The pressure d{tensor is to be computed by substitut-
ing (5.1) into (3.10), applying also the integral (3.4). We
get
P = −kBT en (; T ) ; (5.11)
were, by denition, the coecients before  determine
the pressure
eP = kBT en (; T ) : (5.12)
So, for a system of n(a)−1 = n+m−1 dimensions the
expression (5.12) denes the equation of state of ideal
gas of particles with respect to a la{frame, having m
anisotropic parameters.
C. Enthalpy, specic heats and entropy
The average enthalpy per particle
h (T ) = e (T ) + eP (; T ) =en (; T ) (5.13)
is computed directly by substituting in this formula the
values (5.10),(5.12) and (5.7). The result is
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Using (5.10) and (5.14) we can compute respectively
















Subtracting of h and e; after carrying out the dieren-
tiation with respect to T; one nds Mayer’s relation,
cp − cv = kB
and, introducing the adiabatic constant γ = cp=cv;
γ












The relation (5.15) can be proven by straightforward cal-
culations by using the properties of Bessel’s function (5.8)
(see a similar proof for isotropic spacetimes in [3]).






We have to insert the values of  (found from (5.7)
 (en; T ) = kBT (5.17)
 ln (2h)
n(a)−1 en
(2em)n(a)=2(kBT )(n(a)−2)=2Kn(a)=2  emkBT 
and of h (see (5.14) in order to obtain the dependence s =
s (T ) (for simplicity, we omit this cumbersome formula).
D. Low and high energy limits
Let us investigate the non{relativistic locally anisot-






valid for large #: The formula (5.10) gives
e  em + n + m− 1
2
kBT:
Thus, each isotropic and anisotropic dimension con-
tributes with kBT=2 to the average energy per particle.
Now, we consider high temperatures. For # ! 0 one
holds the asymptotic formula [1]
Ks (#)  2s−1Γ (s)#−s
and the particle number density (5.7), the energy (5.10),
enthalpy (5.14) and entropy (5.16) can be approximated
respectively (we state explicitly the dimensions n + m)
by















e = (n + m− 1)kBT; h = (n + m) kBT;
s = (n + m) kB :
In consequence, the corresponding specic heats and adi-
abatic constant are given by




n + m− 1 :
These formulas imply that for large 6 T the spacetime
anisotropy (very possible at the beginning of our Uni-
verse) could modify substantially the theromdynamic pa-
rameters.
Finally we emphasize that in the ultrarelativistic limit










We also note that our treatment was based on Maxwell{
Boltzmann instead of Bose{Einstein statistics.
VI. LINEARIZED LOCALLY ANISOTROPIC
TRANSPORT THEORY
For systems with local anisotropy outside equilibrium
the distribution function f(eq)(u; p) (5.1) must be gen-
eralized to another one, f(u; p); solving the kinetic la{
equation (4.1). We follow a standard procedure of lin-
earization and construction of solutions of kinetic equa-
tions by generalizing to la{spacetimes the Chapman{
Enskog approach (we shall extend to locally anisotropic
backgrounds the results presented in [15]).
We write
f (u; p) = f[0] (u; p) [1 + ’ (u; p)] (6.1)
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with the lowest order of approximation to f taken simi-
larly to (5.1)









where the constant variables of a trivial equilibrium
; T and U are changed by some local conterparts
 (u) ; T (u) and U (u) : Outside equilibrium the rst
two dependencies  (u) and T (u) are dened respectively
from relations (5.17) and (5.10).
A. Linearized Transport Equations
The so{called deviation function ’ (u; p) from (6.1)
describes the deformation by nonequilibrium flows of
f[0] (u; p) into f (u; p) : It is considered that in equilibrium
’ vanishes and not too far from equilibrium states it must
be small. The Chapman{Enskog method states that af-
ter substituting f[0] into the left side and f[0] (1 + ’) into
the right hand of (4.1) we shall neglect the quadratic and
higher terms in ’: In result we obtain a linearized equa-
tion for the deviation function (for simplicity, hereafter
we shall not point to the explicit dependence of func-
tions, kinetic and thermodynamic values on spacetime
coordinates)
−p bDf[0] = f[0]L[’]
where, having introduced (6.2) into (4.4), we write for
the right side




The left side is to be computed by applying the general-
ized Cartan derivative (3.15).
We introduce a locally anisotropic generalization of the
gradient operator by considering the operator (in brief,
la{gradient)
r = 4 D (6.3)
with 4 given by (3.11) (we use the a d{covariant
derivative dened by a d{connection (2.13) instead of
partial and/or isotropic derivatives for isotropic spaces
[15,3]). In a local rest frame of the isotropic fluid
r ! (0; @1; @2; :::) ; i.e. in the flat isotropic space the
la{gradient reduces to the ordinary space gradient. By
applying r we can eliminate the time la{derivatives




















We can verify, using the expression  =  (en; T ) from












1enr p = hr TT + Tr  T  :
Introducing these expressions into (6.4) we get


















+ [(γ − 1)h− γkBT ]pU − em2
n + m− 1
and there were considered forces deriving the system to-
wards equilibrium










n + m− 14
"γrU:
We note that the values kBT L[’];  and (0)X"γ de-
pend explicitly on the dimensions of the base subspace, n;
and of the ber subspace, m: The anisotropy also modify
both the thermodynamic and kinetic values via operators
r and 4" which depend explicitly on d{metric and d{
connection coecients.
B. On the solution of locally anisotropic transport
equations
Let us suppose that is known the solution of these three
equations:
kBTL[A (p)] = ; (6.6)






















for some functions A (p) ; B (p) and C (p) : Because the
integral operator L is linear the linear combination of
thermodynamic forces
’ = AX + BX + C (0)X ;
where
B = B (p)4 p
and








is a solution for the deviation function ’:
It can also be veried that every function of the form
’ = a + bp with some parameters a and b not de-
pending on p is a solution of the homogeneous equation
L [’] = 0: In consequence, it was proved (see [8] and [3])
that the scalar parts of A (p) and B (p) are determined
respectively up to functions of the forms ’ = a + bp
and bp: We emphasize that solutions of the transport
equations (6.6) (see next subsections) will be expressed
in terms of A; B; and C:
C. Linear laws for locally anisotropic
non{equilibrium thermodynamics
Let U (u) be a velocity eld of Landau{Lifshitz type
characterizing a locally anisotropic fluid flow. The heat
flow and the viscous pressure d{tensor with respect to a
such la{eld are correspondingly dened similarly to [15]
but in terms of objects on la{spacetime (see formulas






 = P + p4:
It should be noted that if the Landau{Lifshitz condition
(3.6) is satised the rst term in I(heat) vanishes and
the heat flow is the enthalpy carried away by the parti-
cles. The pressure P (u) is dened by en (u) kBT (u) ; see
(5.12). Inserting (6.1) and (6.2) into (6.7) we prove (see





 = 2 (0)X − (v)X4"
with the transport coecients (the heat conductivity ;
the shear viscosity ; and the volume viscosity coecient
(v); in order to compare with formulas from [3] we shall
introduce explicitly the light velocity constant c) dened
as
 = − c
(n + m− 1)T
Z
pB"4" (h− pU) f[0]d&p;
(v) = − c





(n + m) (n + m− 4)
Z
pp"C4"f[0]d&p;











4 = −1 +
(n + m)(n + m− 1)
2
:
The main purpose of non{equilibrium thermodynamics
is the calculation of transport coecients. With respect
to la{frames the formulas are quite similar with those
for isotropic spaces with that dierence that we have to
consider the values as d{tensors and take into account
the number m of anisotropic variables.
On both type of locally isotropic and anisotropic space-






2 Af[0]d&p = 0




For some d{tensors H1;:::q (p) and S1;:::q (p) we de-
ne the symmetric bracket







where en is the particle density and L is a linearized oper-
ator. In terms of such brackets the coecients (6.8) can
be rewritten in an equivalent form
 = − ckBen2
n + m− 1 fB
; Bg ; (6.9)
 =
ckBTen2





(v) = ckBTen2 fA; Ag :
The addition of invariants of type ’ = a+bp to some
solutions for A (p) ; B (p) ; or C (p) does not change
the values of the transport coecients.
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D. Integral and algebraic equations
The solutions of transport equations (6.6) are approx-




ba=2 Ababa; B () =
1X
b=1 Bb
b; C () = 1Xbc=0 Cbcbc:
The starting values ba = 2 and bb = 1 have been intro-
duced with the aim to determine the scalar functions
A () and B () ; respectively, up to contributions of the
forms a+bp and bp: Inserting these power series into
the integral equations (6.6), multiplying respectively on
bsf[0]; bspf[0]; and bsppf[0]; after integrating on d&p
we get
1X
ba=2 aba1baAba = ba1 ;
1X
b=1 bb1bBb= b1 ;
1X
bc=0 cbc1bcCbc = γbc1 ;
where ba1 = 2; 3; : : : ;bb1 = 1; 2; : : : ;bc1 = 0; 1; : : : ; and
there are symmetric brackets
aba1ba = fba1 ; bag; (6.10)
bb1b= fb1p; b4vpg;
cbc1bc = fbc1pp ; bc4vppg
and integrals





γbc1 = Z bc14vppppf[0]kBTen2 d&p:
The lowest approximation is given by the coecients
Ab2 = b2=ab2b2; Bb1 = b1=bb1b1; Cb0 = γb0=cb0b0:
Introducing these values into (6.9) we obtain the rst{
order approximations to the transport coecients
 = − ckBen2





(n + m) (n + m− 1)− 2
γ2b0
cb0b0 ;
(v) = ckBTen2 2b2
ab2b2 :
The values b2; b1 and γb0 are (n + m− 1){fold integrals
which can be expressed in terms of enthalpy h and tem-
perature T;








cen (n + m− 1) (n + m) ;








(n + m)2 − 1
i
(n + m) :
In order to complete the calculus of the transport co-
ecients it is necessary to compute the backets from the
denominators of (6.12).
E. Brackets from flat to la{spacetimes
The calculation of brackets is a quite tedious task (see
[3]) which should involve the curved spacetime metric and
connection. For simplicity, we consider a background flat
spacetime with trivial local anisotropy. In this case we
can apply directly the formulas proved for the Boltzmann
theory in n(a) dimension but with respect to la{frames
and by introducing the locally anisotropic d{connections
and d{metrics instead of their isotropic analogous.
Let us consider a locally adapted to N{connection
rest frame, −!e being a unit vector and denote by(
n(a)−1; n(a)−2; :::; 1

the angles of spherical coordi-
nates with respect to a Cartesian one
(
X1; X2; :::; Xn(a)

chosen as the Xn(a){axis to be along −!p CM (where
j−!p CM j = F= eP; eP = jPj; see (4.7) (4.13), and −!p CM−!e in the plane of Xn(a) and Xn(a)−1 axes. We suppose
that the scatering angle is n(a)−1 and the dierential
cross section (d=dΩ)CM is a function only on the mod-











 eP ;  :
The results of calculations of symmetric brackets will be
expressed into terms of twofold integrals, which for arbi-
trary integers
J





























0bw −  bubw











 eP ;  ;
where there are introduced the integers
bd = br + bs− bt− bu;
bb = (bt + bu + n + m− 2 =2
and
bh = [1− (−1)bd]
and variables  = c= (kBT ) and  = emc2= (kBT ) : The
factors in (6.14) are dened
() =
(n+m−3)=2








(bt; bu; bw= 1
4
h
1 + (−1)bwi h1 + (−1)bt+bu−bwi
B









n + m− 2 + bw
2
;




where the beta function is given by gamma functions,
B (x; y) =
Γ (x) Γ (y)





it is denoted the Newton’s binomium.
1. Scalar type brackets
The rst type of brackets necessary for calculation of
transport coecients (6.9) (see the series approximation
(6.10) are the so{called the scalar brackets, decomposed
into a sum of two integrals
aba1ba = a0ba1ba + a00ba1ba; (6.15)


















[(p)ba − (p′)ba]Wd&pd&p[1]d&p′d&p′[1] ;
with the integration variables
p = pU=kBT; p[1] = p

[1]U=kBT;
p′ = p0U=kBT; p′[1] = p
0
[1]U=kBT:
The explicit calculations of integrals (6.16) from (6.15)
(see the method and basic intermediar formulas in [3]; in


















(0;0;0)ba1ba (bt; bu; bv; bw :
In the lowest approximation, for ba1 = ba = 2; we obtain
ab2b2 = 2 hJ (0;0;0)b2b2 b2;b2;b0;b0+ J (0;0;0)b2b2 b2;b2;b0;b2i :
So, we have reduced the scalar brackets to twofold inte-
grals which are expressed in terms o spherical coordinates
with respect to a locally anisotropic rest frame.
2. Vector type brackets
The vector type brackets from (6.9) and (6.10) are also
split into two types of integrals
bb1b= b0b1b+ b00b1b
























b− p0" (p′)bWd&pd&p[1]d&p′d&p′[1] :
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A tedious calculus similar to that presented in [3] implies

































































(0;2;1)ba1+1ba+1 (bt; bu; bv; bw ;
with corresponding sum expressions for b00
(i)b1b by omit-
ting the factor (−1)bu :
In the lowest approximation (for bb1 = bb = 1) we have
bb1b1 = −2kBTc
2
 [J (0;2;1)b1b1 b1;b1;b0;b0
+ J (0;0;0)b2b2 b2;b2;b0;b0+ J (0;0;0)b2b2 b2;b2;b0;b2]:
Here should be noted that in general T = T (u) is a
function on la{spacetime coordinates.
3. Tensor type brackets
In a similar fashion as for scalar and vector type sym-
metric brackets from (6.9) and (6.10) one holds the de-
composition
cbc1bc = c0bc1bc + c00bc1bc

















 [pp" (p[1]bc − p0p0" p′[1]bc]Wd&pd&p[1]d&p′d&p′[1] :











These terms are [3] (with that exception that we have
dependencies on the number of anisotropic variables and




































(0;4;2)bc1bc (bt; bu; bv; bw ;
c0



































































(2;0;0)bc1+1bc+1 (bt; bu; bv; bw ;
c0
















(0;0;0)bc1bc (bt; bu; bv; bw ;
c0
















(0;0;0)bc1+2bc (bt; bu; bv; bw ;
c0














bu J (0;0;0)bc1bc+2 (bt; bu; bv; bw :
The twice primed values c00
(s)bc1bc are given by similar sums
by omitting the factor (−1)bu and by changing into c00
(4)bc1bc
and c00
(5)bc1bc the overall signs.
In the lower approximation, for bc1 = bc = 0; one holds
cb0b0= 2kBTc
4
fJ (0;4;2)b0b0 (b0;b0;b0;b0) + 2J (0;2;1)b1b1 (b1;b1;b0;b0)
+
n + m− 2
n + m− 1 [J
(0;0;0)b2b2 (b2;b2;b0;b0) + J (0;0;0)b2b2 (b2;b2;b0;b2)]g:
F. Locally anisotropic transport coecients for a
class of cross sections





= P r; (6.19)
with some scalar factor  (with or without dimension)
and r being a positive or negative number into (6.14). In
this subsection we put  = emc2= (kBT ) for high values of
T: The chosen type of dierential cross section (6.19) is
used, for instance, for calculations of neutrino{neutrino
scattering (when r = 2 and  is connected with the weak
coupling constant). In the rst approximation the sym-





(n+m−1)=2Γ [n + m + 1 + r=2] Γ [(n + m + r) =2]
Γ [n + m− 2] Γ [(n + m) =2] Γ [(n + m + 1) =2] ;
bb1b1= −kBTc
2







(n + m + r) (n + m + 4 + r)
2
+
n + m− 2
n + m− 1

ab2b2:
Putting these values into (6.13) we obtain the locally
anisotropic variant of transport coecients in the rst







r (n + m)2 (n + m− 1)
n + m + 2 + r
(6.21)
Γ [n + m− 2] Γ [(n + m) =2] Γ [(n + m + 1) =2]
















(n + m− 1)2 − 1 (n + m + 1)2h
(n + m + r) (n + m + 4 + r) + 2 (n+m−2)(n+m−1)
i (6.22)
 Γ [n + m− 2] Γ [(n + m) =2] Γ [(n + m + 1) =2]
Γ [n + m + 1 + r=2] Γ [(n + m + r) =2]
:
These formulas present a locally anisotropic general-
ization of the Boisseau and van Leeuwen [3] results.
VII. TRANSPORT THEORY IN CURVED
SPACES WITH ROTATION ELLIPSOIDAL
HORIZONS
After having established in a general way the scheme
for calculation of transport coecients on la{spacetimes,
we now specify an example for a four dimensional static
metric (being a solution of Einstein equations in both
general relativity and la{gravity) with the event horizon
described by a hypersurface of rotation ellipsoid [33] (see
the Appendix). We note that in this case n = 3; m = 1
and n(a) = 4:
The main formulas for kinetic and thermodynamic
variables from the previous Sections III { VI were based
on spherical symmetry of n(a) − 1 dimensional volume
(5.4) and spherical integral (5.5). For the rotation ellip-
soid we have to modify the volume’s formula by intro-




















1− " cos e
is the parametric formula of an ellipse with constant pa-
rameter (0); angle variable e and eccentricity " = 1= <
1 is dened by the axes of rotation ellipsoid (see the for-
mula (A10) from Appendix).















So, performing integrations on solid angles in spaces with
rotational ellipsoid symmetry we can use the same for-




























The formulas for the particle density (5.2) and energy
density (5.9) of point particles must be multiplied on q(");
en! en(") = q(")en
and
e"! e"(") = q(")e";
but the energy per particle will remain constant. We also
have to modify the formula for pressure (5.12), been pro-
portional to the particle density, but consider unchanged
the averaged enthalpy (5.13). The entropy per particle
(5.16) and chemical potential (5.17) depends explicitly on
q("){factor because theirs formulas were derived by using
the particle density en("): Here we note that all proved
formulas depends on m(= 1, in this Section) anisotropic
parameters and on volume element determined by d{
metric. In the rst approximation of transport coe-
cients we could chose a locally isotropic background but
introducing the factor q(") and taking into account the
dependence on anisotropic dimension.
Putting "{corrections into (6.12) we obtain the rst{
order approximations to the transport coecients in a











(v) = ckBTen2(") 2b2ab2b2 :
The values b2; b1 and γb0 are 3{fold integrals expressed
in terms of enthalpy h and temperature T and have the
limits
b2 = 5γckBTen(") − 3γcen(") −!|{z}
T!1
0; (7.2)














In the next step we compute the q("){deformations of
brackets from the denominators of (7.1). Because the
squares of ;  and γ coecients from (6.11) are pro-
portional to deformations of en−2 (this conclusion follows
from the formulas (6.20) in the T ! 1 limit, see (7.2))
and the scalar (6.16), vector (6.17) and tensor (6.18)
type brackets do not change under q("){deformations (see
(6.20)) we conclude that the transport coecients (6.12)
do not contain the factor q(") but depends only on the
number m of anisotropic dimensions. This conclusion
is true only in the rst approximation and for locally
isotropic backgrounds. In consequence, the nal formu-
las for the transport coecient, see (6.21) and (6.22), in


























Γ [5 + r=2] Γ [(4 + r) =2]
:
This is consistent with the fact that we chose as an ex-
ample a static metric with a local anisotropy that does
not cause drastic changings in the structure of transport
coecients. Nevertheless, there are q("){deformations of
21
such values as the density of particles, kinetic potential
and entropy which reflects modications of kinetic and
thermodynamic processes even by static spacetime local
anisotropies.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The formulation of Einstein’s theory of relativity with
respect to anholonomic frames raises a number of ques-
tions concerning locally anisotropic eld interactions and
kinetic and thermodynamic eects.
We argue that spacetime local anisotropy (la) can be
modeled by applying the Cartan’s moving frame method
[6] with associated nonlinear connection (N{connection)
structures. A remarkable fact is that this approach al-
lows a unied treatment of various type of theories with
generic local anisotropy like generalized Finsler like grav-
ities, of standard Kaluza{Klein models with nontriv-
ial compactications (modelled by N{connection struc-
tures), of standard general relativity with anholonomic
frames and even of low dimensional models with distin-
guished anisotropic parameters. We have shown a rela-
tionship between a subclass of Finsler like metrics with
(pseudo) Riemannian ones being solutions of Einstein
equations.
This paper has provided a generalization of relativis-
tic kinetics and nonequilibrium thermodynamics in order
to be included possible spacetime locally anisotropies.
A general schema for dening of physical values, basic
equations and approximated calculations with respect to
la{frames is developed.
The crucial ingredient in denition of collisionless rel-
ativistic locally anisotropic kinetic equation was the ex-
tension of the moving frame method to the space of
supporting elements (u; p) provided with an induced
higher order anisotropic structure. The former Cartan{
Vlasov approach [5,35], proposing a variant of statis-
tical kinetic theory on curved phase spaces provided
with Finsler like and Cartan N{connection structures,
was self{consistently modied for both type of locally
isotropic (the Einstein theory) and anisotropic (general-
ized Finsler{Kaluza{Klein) spacetimes with N{connecti-
on structures induced by local anholonomic frame or via
reductions from higher dimensions in (super) string or
(super) gravity theories. The physics of pair collisions in
la{spacetimes was examined by introducing on the space
of supporting elements of (correspondingly adapted to
the N{connection structure) integral of collisions, dier-
ential cross{sections and velocity of transitions.
Despite all the complexities of denition of equilibrium
states with generic anisotropy it is possible a rigorous def-
inition of local equilibrium particle distribution functions
by xing some anholonomic frames of reference adapted
to the N{connection structure. The basic kinetic and
thermodynamic values such as particle density, average
energy and pressure, enthalpy, specic heats and entropy
are derived via integrations on volume elements deter-
mined by metric components given with respect to la{
bases. In the low and high energy limits the formulas re-
flect explicit dependencies on the number of anisotropic
dimensions as well on anisotropic deformations of space-
time metric and linear connection.
One can linearize the transport equations and prove
the linear laws for locally anisotropic non{equilibrium
thermodynamics. It has also established a general
scheme for calculation of transport coecients (the heat
conductivity, the shear viscosity and the volume viscos-
ity) in la{spacetimes. An explicit computation of such
values was performed for a metric with rotation ellip-
soidal event horizon (an example of spacetime with static
local anisotropy), recently found as a new solution of the
Einstein equations.
Our overall conclusion is that in order to obtain a self{
consistent formulation of the locally anisotropic kinetic
and thermodynamic theory in curved spacetimes and cal-
culation of basic physical values we must consider moving
frames with correspondingly adapted nonlinear connec-
tion structures.
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APPENDIX A: A LOCALLY ANISOTROPIC
SOLUTION OF EINSTEIN’S EQUATIONS
Before presenting an explicit construction [33] of a four
dimensional solution with local anisotropy of the Ein-
stein equations (2.8) we briefly review the properties of
four dimensional metrics which transforms into (3+1)
anisotropic d{metrics (we note that this is not a (space
+ time) but a (isotropic + anisotropic) decomposition
of coordinates) by transitions to correspondingly dened
anholonomic bases of tetrads (vierbeins).
The local coordinates on a four dimensional (pseudo)
Riemannian spacetime V 4 are denoted in general form
u =
(
ui = xi; u4 = v

; where i = 1; 2; 3: The ansatz for
metric g with respect to this coordinate base is chosen
g = (A1)2664
g11 − h [n1]2 g12 − h n1 n2 −h n1 n3 −n1h
g21 − h n1 n2 g22 − h [n2]2 −h n2 n3 −n2h
−h n1 n3 −h n2 n3 g33 − h [n3]2 −n3h


















For simplicity, we put g13 = g31 = 0 and g23 = g32 = 0:
With respect to a la{basis (2.10) this metric transforms
into a d{metric
s2 =
24 g11 g12 0g21 g22 0
0 0 g33
35 dxi ⊗ dxj − h (v)2 : (A2)
The aim of this appendix is to present a black hole like
solution of the Einstein equations (2.17) with the hori-
zon parametrized by the equation of the elongated rota-
tional ellipsoid (see below the formula (A10)) when the
d{metric g (A2) is conformally equivalent to an ellip-
soidal deformation of the static spherical solution (A3).
In the locally isotropic, of spherical symmetry, limit (for
ni (u) ! 0) our solution will be equivalent to a confor-
mal rescaling of the metric















If introducing the radial variable r = r (1 + rg=4r)
2 the

















with a gravitational radius rg = 2km0=c2 (we have writ-
ten down the light velocity constant c):
The energy{momentum d{tensor from (2.17) is chosen
in diagonal form
 = diagfp1; p2; p3;−"g
with the matter state equation " ’ −p(i) to be satised
in a nite region inside of the horizon of events.
The special system of coordinates (to be considered
only in this subsection) (x; y; z; t) is introduced via rela-
tions
x1 = x = r sinh  sin  cos’;
x2 = y = r sinh sin  sin ’;
x3 = z = r cosh cos 
v = t;
when  = cosh; and the quadratic element is
dl2 = r2f
h




+ (sinh  sin )2 d’2g:
The metric of type (A1) is parametrized by coecients
g11 = g22 = A (; ) ; (A5)
g12 = g21 = 0; g33 = 1;
h = Q2 (r; ; ) :
The corresponding d{metric is of the form
s2 = dl2# −Q2 (r; ; ) (t)2 ; (A6)
where
dl2# = A (; ) d
2 + A (; ) d2 + d’




A (; ) =
(sinh )2 + (sin )2
(sinh  sin )2
> 0; sin  6= 0;
t = dt + n1 (; ) d + n2 (; ) d
and the function Q2 (r; ; ) should be determined from
the condition that in the locally isotropic limit our so-
lution will be conformally equivalent to the spherically
symmetric solution (A3).
The Einstein equations (2.17) with a diagonal energy{
momentum d{tensor
 = diagf0; 0; p3 (; ) ;−" (; )g
for the d{metric (A6) transform into a system of partial
dierential equations













































where we have written only the nontrivial components
of the Einstein d{tensor G (the left parts of Einstein
equations (2.17)), f = ln A and there are satised the
compatibility conditions " = −p3:
The values of N{connection coecients solving (A7)
are













































If we choose the d{metric component
g44 = Q2 (r; ; )
(the ’time-time’component’ for this type of solutions) in
the form









(sinh sin )−2 ;
(A9)
the d{metric (A6) in the locally isotropic limit is confor-
mally equivalent with the factor
(1 + rg=4r)
4 (sinh  sin )2
to the coecients of the spherical symmetric metric (A3).
The condition of vanishing of the coecient (A9) de-
nes the parametric formula of a locally anisotropic black
hole horizon
x2 + y2







which is an elongated rotational (along the axis z) ellip-
soid obtained as a deformation of the spherical horizon of
the Schwarzschild solution (here we note that the coordi-
nates (x; y; z) have been chosen to correspond to locally
isotropic radial coordinates (r; ; ’) from (A3).
The set of variable for the coecients (A5) of the d{
metric (A6) together with the values of N{connection co-
ecients (A8) denes the ansatz for a metric (A1) (equiv-
alently, d{metric (A2)) solving the Einstein equation and
dening a four dimensional black hole solution with lo-
cal anisotropy and horizon being an elongated rotational
ellipsoid.
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